
Tellus 
Booking

Get a smart booking system 

Wouldn’t it be great if you could book your  
meeting room and manage your absences at the 
same place? Now you can! By using Tellus booking 
system in Tellus Web you can manage your  
bookings and be sure that you’re room never will 
be double booked. 

Features 

SourceTech Tellus Booking has many smart 
booking features, for example: 

Booking area 
Booking areas is a grouping of the booking objects 
that are added to the system. A large company 
with many offices that share the system can easily 
group different conference rooms in one office as 
one area.  

Booking object 
Booking objects are the resources that are  
bookable. You can add anything from conference 
rooms, company cars, computers, conference 
phones ect.



Interface 

The handling of the booking system is located in 
Tellus Web, which acts as a gateway for all 
applications of the Tellus suite. 

The design of the booking system is easy to grasp 
and one can easily see the view of all the resources 
that have been uploaded in the system. Switch 
between month-, week, or day to find a resource 
that fits your requirements. 

  
There is functionality for recurring bookings and 
you can not double-book a resource. If you have 
booked a resource, nobody else can change your  
reservation, if they do not have administrator 
rights. 

Additional functions 

Tellus Expose: 

This is an application that runs as an app on a 
tablet. Expose is paired with your booking system 
in Tellus and synchronises all the data to the 
application. 
  
The tablet is then attached outside the conference 
rooms. 

You can book a new meeting, edit a meeting, or 
extend a meeting. To edit or schedule a new 
meeting you have to sign in and you do that with 
the same username and password as in TellusWeb. 

We support tablets running iOS 8.4 and up.

View one day View week View month

Add booking View fullscreen Go to today Choose date



Specifications

Hardware 

CPU:  
Memory: 
Disk: 

Network: 
Graphics: 

Prerequisites 

Microsoft Windows Server 
2003 | 2008 | 2012 | 2016 | 
2019 |(Any edition will work) 
x32 and x64 is fully  
supported. Can run in a 
virtual or physical machine. 

.NET Framework 4.x 

Microsoft IIS 

Minimum 

2 cores 
4 GB Ram 
1 GB available 

Ethernet IPv4 100 | 1000 Mb/s 
Not applicable 

Software 

SourceTech TellusWeb 
(SourceTech Expose) 

Recommended 

Not applicable
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